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Abstract. In this paper, using the additivity of the topologieal Euler-Poincare char
acteristic of a complex stratification, some eJementary properties of the behaviour of
the Euler-Poincare characteristic in linear systems of divisors are established. As a
corollary a new simple proof of the Dimcn-Nemethi formula for the multiplicity of thc
dual variety is prescnted. The method of the proof allows to extend thc formula for
the case of any codimension of the dual variety and to give a general fonnula for the
degree of dual variety.
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Let M be a eonnected eompaet eomplex manifold and let E be a holomorphie veetor

bundle over M. Let v E HO (E) \ 0 be a holomorphie section of E and let X = v -1 (0).

Then, we define the number p.(M, X) (or just p.(_Y), if M and E are obvious) as

p.(X) = (_1)dimM-dimE+1(x(X) - x(M, E),

where x(X) denotes the topologieal Euler-Poinear6 eharaeteristic of X and x(M, E) is

the Euler-Poincare eharacteristie exepeeted for a smooth zero set of a section (i.e. of a

seetion transversal to the zero section), whieh ean be expressed in tenns of ehern classes

c(E), c(M) of E and M as follows

(1) X(M, E) = (CdimE(E) ·c(M)/c(E), {At]},

where {M] is a fundamental class of M (for a more general fonnula for the Euler-Poinear6

characteristie of smooth degeneraey loci see [PD. One may prove (1) in the same way

as in the case of line bundle (see [R]). The nonna! bundle of )( (provided it is smooth)

equals Elx and eonsequently the tangent bundle equals TMlx/Elx. Therefore, X(X) =

(c(}{), {X]} = (c(M)lx /c(E)lx), (X]) and (1) follows from the fact that i ... ({X]) =

[M] n CdimE(E) (here i denotes the inelusion X c M). For the case din-tE = 1 see

[P] for the diseusion of the properties of p.eX). In partieular, in this case, if X has only

isolated singularities, then

(2) p.(X) = L p.eXjp),
pESing(X)

where p.eX;p) denotes the Milnor number of X at p (see [M] for the definition).

The aim of this paper is to study the behavioUf of this number (Le. in fact the behaviour

of the topologieal Euler-Poincare eharacteristic) in a system of linearly dependent divisors

(Proposition 1) and using its properties to prove a formula (Fonnula 2) for the multiplicity



of the dual variety. This fonnula generalizes the Dimca-Nemethi fonnula (Fonnula 1, see

also [01] [N]) to the case of any codimension of the dual variety. As a corollary we

reprove (Proposition 2) the generalized Plcker fonnll1as for the degree of the dual variety

(see e.g. [Ho], [K8], [KI],[K2]).

Let L be a holomorphic line bundle over M (M as above) and let V be a k-dimensional

vector subspace of P(HO(L)). Consider

T = {(x,v) E M x Vjv(x) = O}

and the canonical projections PI,P2 of T onto lvI and V respectively. Note that there

exists a stratification S of V such that X(P2) -I ( V) is constant along each stratum of S.

For example we may take a stratification such that P2 is topologically locally trivial along

each stratum. The existence of such a stratification follows from the existence of Whitney

stratification of a complex analytic set (see e.g. [L-T]). In the case k = 1 this stratification

consist of a finite set and its complement.

PROPOSITION I. Let V be a k-dimensiona1linear subspace ofP(HO(L)) such that

a generic section III V has a smooth zero set X g • Let Y denote the base points set

of V and let S be a stratification of V such that X(P2)-I(v) (P2 defined above) is

constant aJong each stratum of S. Then the number

,(V) = L X(S)p(.Ys) + (_l)k+l p(Y),
SES

where p(Xs ) = (_l)dimM(X(.Yg ) - X(Xs)) and X s denotes ageneric :B.bre ofp over

SES, does not depend on V bu t only on L and k and equaJs

(_1)dimA1 (k'X(M) - (k + l)'X(M, L) + X(M, k.L))

=(_l)dimAl ((k.c(L)k+1 - (k + l)'CI(L).c(L)k +cI(L)k+l)C(M)/c(L)k+l, [M]).

(in particular for k = 1 it equaJs (_l)dimM (c(A1)/c(L)2, [M]))
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NOTATION. We will denote the number [rom Proposition 2 bY""(k(L).

Proof The main tool we will use in the proof is the good behaviour of the Euler-

Poincare characteristic of a complex stratified set (see e.g. [L.T]) and of a fibration. First

we compute x(T) using PI and next P2. So,

(3) = X(M \ Y)'(X(V) -1) + X(Y)'X(V)

= k'X(M) + X(Y).

On the other hand we have

(4) X(T) = L x(S)'X(Xs),
SES

where X(X S) denotes the Euler-Poincare characteristic of a fibre of P2 over SES. By

comparing (3) and (4) we obtain

L x(SMXs) + (_l)k+I p (Y)
SES

=(_l)dimM (k. x(M) - (k + 1). X(M, L) + x(M, k.L))

The last equality of the statement of the proposition follows directly from (1).

o

Assume that M is imbeded into pN in such a way that it is not contained in any

projective subspace of pN. Consider on M the bundle L associated 10 the restriction to

M of OpN(l). Then we can treat pN-the space of hyperplanes of pN as a subspace of

P(HO(L)). The set of hyperplanes H for which H n M is singular is a proper subvariety

of pN and is called the dual variety of M and denoted by M (see e.g. [KIl, [K2l for

more information). We will use Proposition I for studying the properties of H n M. First

we need the following lemma.
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Lemma 1. Let Al C pN be a smooth irreducjble subvariety. Then, for H E Reg(M)

the set oE singular Po.ints of Mn H js a linear subspace (THM)" oE pN. Moreover,

at any its singular point Mn H has a transversal sjngularity oE the type Al. For an

arbitrcuy H E M the dimension oE the set oE singular points of Mn H can not be

sma11er tban for generic one i.e. codimM - 1.

Proof The first statement follows from Biduality Theorem (see e.g. [KI]) which says

that NI = M. In fact, let C(M) C pN x pN be a projective conormal space Le.

C(M) = {(x, H)j TxM C H} and 7r], 7r2 denote the projection of C(M) into the factors.

Then A1 equals the image of C(M) by 7r2' By Biduality Theorem Sing(M n H) =

1r1 (1r2"1 (H)) = (THMj and H is a regular value of 1r2 iff H E Reg(M). To examine

Sing(M n H) locally we follow the notation of [DI] . Take Xo = 0 E C N C pN and

assume that M near Xo is given by

for some germs of analytic functions fj : (C n
, 0) --+ (C, 0). We may assurne zr!n (0) = 0

for each j = n + 1, ... ,N j m = 1, ... , n. We parametrize affine hyperplanes H :

ao + al UI +... +aNuN = 0 (normalizing aN =1) in C N and tangent to M near Xo by

if 7n = 0

ifm=l,oo.,n

if m = n + 1, ... , N ,

where a = (an+l,. 00 ,aN-I) E c N -
n

-
1 and CiN =1. Assurne that Ho E M gjven

by {ao = al = ... = aN-I = O} belongs to Reg(Af) and is a regular value of 7r2 :

C(M) --+ M. Consider the points of 1r21
( Ho ). They are defined by the equations

~0 = ... = ~t = 0, a = O.
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Take the point of 1r2"l(Ho) corresponding to Xo (i.e. t = 0, Q' = 0). It is a regular point

of 1r2, so the differential of 7r2

(

(A(t, a))
N 8 2 f-(-LFn+J: L)= ,n

has constant rank, say s, 0 :::; s :::; n, in the neighbourhood of this point. Since A(0, 0) = 0,

the matrix

(
N 8

2 F )- L: j =n+laj~ i,l=l, ... ,n

has also constant rank s. In particular we obtain that at the points of Ho nM the Hessian

11.(t) = (_ 8
2
IN )"FiTilJfi i,l=l, ... ,n .

has also constant rank s. After a linear change of variables we can assume that at Xo (Le.

t = 0)

(
( I dc .) ( 0 ) )

11.(xo) = ( 0) ( 0) .

We know that Sing(Hon M) is (near xo) the zero set of~, ... , ~t. We claim that

it is defined by the .first s of them. In fact, they have independent differentials near Xo and,

by biduality, Sing(Ho n lvI) is a submanifold of M of codimension n - s, so the claim

folIows. It is now obvious that the transversal singularity of f N at Xo is a nondegenerate

one. The last statement of the lemma is obvious.

D

REMARK 1.. "Vben lvI is a bypersurface 01' a complete intersection, then it is not

difficult to see that M is a hypersurface (see e.g [K2]). Moreover, then 1r2 is finite (see

{I}, [O2) 01' [F-L}), so the intersection Al n H IlBS always only isolated singularities.

Generaly, we have trivially dimAl ~ codimAtJ - 1 and, for Al smooth as above,

dimM ~ dimM (see rz),{F..L} and also [KI}).
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Assume codimM = 1. Then the following formula for the multiplicity of the dual

variety holds.

FORMULA 1. (Dimca, Nemethi)

Let codimA'f = 1 and H E pN. Then,

where Hg is a generic byperplane of pN .

The formula above was first proved by Nemethi in [N] as a corollary of his Affine

Lefschetz Theorem. In the case when Sing(M n H) is finite it was also proved, by

elementary methods, by Dimca in [Dl]. Then Mn H n Hg is smooth and the fomula has

a simple form

mH!\i[ = L p.(M n H;p).
pESing(!I1nH)

Now we generalize the fonnula for the case of any codimension of M.

FORMULA 2. Let k = codimM and H E pN. Then,

where W g is a generic dimM-dimensional linear subspace of pN.

Proof For H fi M, it is obvious. If H E Mreg , then by Lemma 1 Mn H n W g is

smooth and the fonnula follows from the following lemma.

Lemma 2. For H E Mreg

JL(~f n H) =: (_l)k-l .
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(5)

Proof This follows, for example, from Proposition1.5 in [P] and Lemma 1. We can

prove it also using Proposition 1. First note that !k -1 ( L) = O. Let V' be a generic

(k - l)-dimensionallinear subspace of pN going through H. Then, by Proposition

(_l)k Il(V' n M) + Il(M n H) = O.

But by Lemma 1 V' nM has only one nondegenerate singular point and so the lemma

follows from (2).

D

Take arbitrary Ho E M and consider a generic k-dimensional linear subspace V of

pN going through Ho and crossing M \ H only at regular points H 1 , H 2 , . .. ,H6 with

transversal crossings. We can assume also that 1 contains a generic hyperplane Hg (in

particular V is not tangent to the nonnal cone to M at H). Move V a little to obtain

a linear subspace V' crossing M only at regular points :H~, H~, ... , H; coresponding

to H 1 , H2 , ••• ,Hs ; and H~+l' ... , H;+m coresponding to Ho, where m = mH NI and

s + m = degM. Theo, VI mAI and by Proposition 1

!k(L) =/-l(M n H) + s + (-1)k+11l(M n V)

= m + 8 + (-1)k+11l(M n V').

Since 17 ' is general Af n V' is smooth and consequently Il(M n V') = O. The fonnula

follows from (5).

o

Next using Proposition 1 we prove the fonnula for the degree of dual variety which is

due to Holme [Ho] ( for k = 2 to Katz [Ka], see also [KIl).

Proposition 2. Let k = dimM. Then,

!l(L) = ... = "Yk-1(L) = 0, "Yk(O) > 0
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and

= (_l)dimM (k.X(M) - (k + l)·X(M, L) + X(M, k.L))

= (_l)dimM (hk- 1.c(Al)/(1 + h)k+1, [Al])

dimM (i + 1)
= (_l)dimM (. L k (-h)iCdimM_i(M), [MJ),

1=1.-1

where Hg is a generic hypersurface olpN, W g a generic linear subspace oE codmension

k and h is tbe hyperplane dass.

Proof The first statement is obvious. Take a generic k~dimensionallinear subspace V

of P-N. Then V intersects M in exactly degM regular points. Because V is generic, its

base points set is smooth (Bertini Theorem) and consequently by Proposition and Lemma

1

rk(L) = L ß(m n H) = degAf.
HEMnV

To end the proof of the proposition it sufficies to prove that

(_l)dimM ((k(l + h)k+l - (k + l)h(l +h)k +hk+1)c(M)/(1 + h)k+1, [M))

= (_l)dimAl (hk - 1.c(M)/(1 +h)k+1, [M]).

This follows from the following lemma

Lemma 3. Let M be a connected compact complex mannold and let L be a holo~

morpmc line btmdle over M. Then for each sEN we have

= (_l)dimM (cl(L)k-l. c(A1)/c(L)k+1, (M]),
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where ,-1 = ,0 = O.

Proof This follows directly from Proposition 2 and the following formula

Sk(t) - 2Sk-1(t) + Sk-2(t) = tk- 1/(1 + t)k+1,

where Si(t) = (i(t + 1)i+1 - (i + l)t(t + l)i + t i+1)/(t + 1)1+1, applied to t = c1(L).

This ends the proof of the lemma and of the corollary.

D
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